Abstract-Rapid developments in power distribution systems and renewable energy have widened the applications of dcdc buck-boost converters in dc voltage regulation. Applications include vehicular power systems, renewable energy sources that generate power at a low voltage, and dc microgrids. It is noted that the cascade-connection of converters in these applications may cause instability due to the fact that converters acting as loads have a constant power load (CPL) behavior. In this paper, the output voltage regulation problem of a buck-boost converter feeding a CPL is addressed. The construction of the feedback controller is based on the interconnection and damping assignment control technique. Additionally, an immersion and invariance parameter estimator is proposed to compute online the extracted load power, which is difficult to measure in practical applications. It is ensured through the design that the desired operating point is (locally) asymptotically stable with a guaranteed domain of attraction. The approach is validated via computer simulations and experimental prototyping.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the DC-DC buck-boost converter is being broadly adopted in vehicular power systems (e.g., sea, land, air and space vehicles); unconventional energy systems (e.g., photovoltaic panels, fuel cells, piezoelectric); and dc microgrids, due to its voltage step-up and step-down capabilities [1] - [4] . For instance, the architecture of grid-connected doublestage photovoltaic power system may include the cascade connection of a photovoltaic array, a dc-dc converter and an inverter [4] .
The converter acting as a load (the inverter in the previous example) is often controlled to synthesize a certain amount of power and therefore will exhibit a constant power load (CPL) behavior. As compared to a passive load where the voltagecurrent relationship is restricted to the first and third quadrants, CPLs correspond to hyperbolas in this space [5] , [6] . Because R. Ortega is with LSS/CNRS/CentraleSupélec, 3, Rue Joliot-Curie 91192 Gif-Sur-Yvette, France, (e-mail: romeo.ortega@lss.supelec.fr). R. Ortega is also with the ITMO University, Kronverkskiy Prospekt, 49, Sankt-Peterburg, Russia, 197101. of this, the existence of CPLs may affect the dynamic behavior of the power system and even could induce erratic or unstable behavior [7] , [8] .
Although the control of these converters in the face of classical loads is well understood [9] - [13] , the proliferation of CPLs poses a new challenge to control theorists [14] - [17] . It is noteworthy that the potentially large variations of the operating point caused by the varying input voltage render linear approximations inadequate, and in order to capture the complete dynamics a nonlinear model is required. Passivitybased controllers (PBCs) have been applied to stabilize this type of systems with switching devices [18] , [19] . Most of the aforementioned applications require to regulate the output voltage at a predetermined level while being fed by energy sources that generate power within a wide voltage range need to step-up and step-down the input voltage depending on the operating point. Buck-boost converters provide such capability.
Several approaches can be found in recent literature for voltage regulation of the buck-boost converter with a CPL, such as passive damping [20] , feedback linearization [21], [22] , active-damping [23] , sliding-mode control [24] , and the pulse adjustment method [1] . It should be noted that although the aforementioned techniques have addressed this problem, they do not provide the guaranteed stability properties for the original nonlinear system.
The recent research presented in [25] proposes an adaptive PBC and provides a complete stability analysis for a buckboost converter feeding a CPL. The approach combines interconnection and damping assignment (IDA) control [26] and the immersion and invariance (I&I) technique for estimation of unknown parameter [27] . However, the control law of [25] is provided in terms of a time-scaled model and is extremely complicated to be of practical interest. A second approach, presented in [28] , [29] , addresses the same control problem, but synthesizes a significantly simpler control law. The key modification that leads to simplifying the control law is a partial linearization that transforms the model into a cascade form. Nevertheless, the approach still relies on the same time-scaled model, which is hard to deal with in practical applications.
The approach presented herein overcomes the aforementioned limitations, proposing an adaptive PBC simple enough to be implemented in practice, with no time scaling or any kind of linearization techniques. The specific contributions of this paper are:
• Proposition of an adaptive PBC to stabilize a DC-DC buck-boost converter feeding a CPL without using any time scaling or linearization methods • A complete stability analysis of the closed-loop system under the proposed controller • Experimental validation, including reference tracking, as well as line and load regulation The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II contains the model of the system and problem formulation. Section III presents the adaptive IDA-PBC. Simulation and experimental results are provided in Section IV. Finally, the concluding remarks of Section V close the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND CONTROL PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Model of buck-boost converter with a CPL
The circuit schematic of a buck-boost converter feeding a CPL is shown in Fig. 1 . Under the standard assumption that it operates in continuous conduction mode, the average model is given by
where x 1 ∈ R> 0 is the inductor current, x 2 ∈ R> 0 the output voltage, P ∈ R> 0 the power extracted by the CPL, E ∈ R> 0 is the input voltage and u ∈ [0, 1] is the duty ratio of the switch S, which is the control signal. The assignable equilibrium set of the system is given by
B. Control problem formulation
The control problem is formulated assuming the following about the system described by (1):
Assumption 1: The power load (P ) is unknown, while the parameters L, C and E are known.
Assumption 2: The state (x 1 , x 2 ) is measurable. The control problem is to design a state-feedback control law where:
is an asymptotically stable equilibrium of the closed-loop with a well-defined domain of attraction
• It is possible to define an invariant set of initial conditions
, where
>0 and x(t) to x ⋆ . Given that the state to control is x 2 , a reference x 2⋆ is fixed and then x 1⋆ is calculated using (2).
III. PROPOSED CONTROL SCHEME Following a similar approach as that of [28] , the controller design proceeds in two steps:
1) Applying the IDA-PBC method to stabilize the system by assuming P known and ensure local stability of the desired operating point 2) Designing an I&I estimator for the power load such that the above scheme is adaptive
A. IDA-PBC
In this subsection, the control law obtained through the IDA-PBC method is presented. In order to avoid notation cluttering, the voltage across the switch throw (v T = E + x 2 ) and a linear combination of the capacitor and inductor energies (W = Cx . Proposition 1: The IDA-PBC law given by u = 1
ensures that:
• x ⋆ is an asymptotically stable equilibrium of the closedloop system with Lyapunov function
• There exists a positive constant c such that the sublevel sets of the function
are an estimate of the domain of attraction ensuring the state trajectories remain in R 2 >0 . That is, for all x(0) ⊂ Ω x , x(t) ⊂ Ω x , ∀t ≥ 0, and lim t→∞ x(t) = x ⋆ . k 1 is a tuning gain that needs to satisfy the following condition:
are defined with more detail in the full version of the paper. Constant k 2 is then calculated as
Proof: The proof is shown in Section A of Appendix.
B. I&I power estimator
In this subsection, the fact that P is usually unknown is addressed via an I&I estimator.
Proposition 2: Consider the buck-boost converter of (1) satisfying Assumptions 1 and 2 in closed-loop with an adaptive version of the control (3) given by
whereP (t) is an on-line estimate of P generated with the I&I estimatorP
where γ > 0 is a free gain. There exists k min 1 such that for all k 1 > k min 1 the overall system has an asymptotically stable equilibrium at (x,P ) = (x ⋆ , P ).
The proof of power load estimator (9), (10) is given in Section B of Appendix. To prove asymptotic stability of (x,P ) = (x ⋆ , P ) the adaptive controller (8) is written as
where the mapping δ(x,P , k 1 ) :=ū(x,P + P, k 1 ) −ū(x, P, k 1 ), has been defined. It is noteworthy that δ(x, 0, k 1 ) = 0.
Invoking the proof of proposition 1 the closed-loop system is now a cascaded system of the forṁ
where g(x) is the system input matrix
Now,P (t) tends to zero exponentially fast for all initial conditions, and for sufficiently large k 1 , i.e., such that (6) is satisfied, the system above withP = 0 is asymptotically stable. Invoking well-known results of asymptotic stability of cascaded systems, e.g., Proposition 4.1 of [30] , completes the proof of (local) asymptotic stability.
IV. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS
This section validates the theoretical results of Section III via computer simulations and experimental prototyping. Computer simulations are implemented in MATLAB/Simulink release R2017b. The prototyping of the buck-boost converter feeding a CPL is realized using commercial off-the-shelf Vishay Dale converter boards model MPCA75136 and a Texas Instrument DSP model TMS320F28335. Table I summarizes simulation and experimental set-points utilized as case studies, along with the physical parameters of the MPCA75136 boards. It is noted that simulations and experiments are performed using the same system characterization, and therefore results are directly comparable. Several tests of the closed loop system with the proposed controller are done using averaged and switched simulations, and experiments. The average system of the circuit shown in Fig. 1 in closed loop with the IDA-PBC of (3) and the power estimator of (9)- (10) are simulated and used to perform a gain sensitivity analysis, and to obtain the phase plots of the system. Results of simulations using different values for k 1 and γ are used for the gain sensitivity analysis, while the phase plots are obtained by running the closed loop simulation with different initial values for x 1 and x 2 . Besides, a performance comparison of the proposed adaptive PBC aginst a traditional PI controller is presented.
Then, the controller's ability to regulate the output voltage when a step is applied to the extracted power is evaluated experimentally and compared with simulation results for a chosen set of gains. To this end, a switched simulation of the closed loop system is implemented in MATLAB/Simulink's Simscape electrical toolbox. In this simulation, additional components such as sensing resistors which are installed in the converters are taken into consideration to match closer the actual converter boards.
Finally, the ability of the IDA-PBC to regulate the output at the desired voltage when the input voltage changes (line regulation) and when the load changes (load regulation) is tested experimentally.
A. Averaged simulations 1) Gain sensitivity analysis: An averaged simulation of a buck-boost converter feeding a CPL (1) with the proposed IDA-PBC (3) while operating in boost mode is carried out. The simulation parameters are prsented in Table I . Herein, a step change is applied to P and the transient profiles of Fig. 2 shows the profiles of the output voltage and inductor current for the adaptive IDA-PBC for different values of the control gain k 1 and adaptation gain γ = 20, while applying a step change in the extracted power P from 20 to 30 W. As shown in the figure, a larger control gain k 1 causes the output voltage to recover faster when P is changed. However, for all values of k 1 , the output voltage always converges to the desired equilibrium. This is due to the fact that, as predicted by the theory, the power estimated converges exponentially fast to the true value independently of the control signal.
A step change in P with its corresponding estimateP for different values of γ, is shown in Fig. 3 . As predicted by the theory, for a larger γ, the speed of convergence of the estimator is faster. Notice, however, that in the selection of γ, there is a tradeoff between convergence speed and noise sensitivity.
2) Phase plots: Given that the IDA-PBC lives in the plane, it is possible to obtain a global picture of the behavior of these controllers by drawing their phase plot. These plots are obtained by performing averaged simulations of the closed loop system with a wide range of initial conditions for both states. For these simulations, it is assumed that P is correctly estimated and k 1 is kept constant at a preselected value. The transient behavior depicted in the phase plots depends greatly on the values of parameters L and C. Given that the converter will be operating within a specified range for gain and throughput power, it can be designed so that the current and voltage ripples due to the switching action in x 1 and x 2 , stay within pre-specified limits. For an example design with E = 15 V, P = 30 W and x 2⋆ = 25 V, the equilibrium is defined as x ⋆ = (x 1⋆ , x 2⋆ ) = (3.2, 25). Considering a switching frequency of 100 kHz and following the standard approach with ripples of 5% and 1% for x 1 and x 2 respectively, the minimum required values for L and C are found to be 5.859 mH and 480 µF, respectively. Fig. 4 show the phase plots of the IDA-PBC together with some trajectories for different initial conditions and k 1 = 0.001. Fig. 4 shows the phase plots for the system with the parameters of Table I in the top and in the bottom the phase plots for the example design. The initial conditions chosen ( ) represent equilibrium points with the same P and different values for x 2⋆ . It can be seen that the system converges to the desired equilibrium point (⋆) for a wide range of initial conditions 5 V ≤ x 2 (0) ≤ 45 V. However, it is possible to show that the closed-loop vector field has another equilibrium in R 2 >0 that corresponds to a saddle point. Additionally, in can be observed that when x 2 (0) < x 2⋆ , x 1 will have an overshoot that will increase as x 2 (0) approaches zero. However, proper selection of reactive elements can reduce this overshoot. Finally, it was observed that even if the values of L and C change but the ratio L/C is kept constant, the trajectories followed by the system are the same. It can be observed immediately that after the occurrence of the dynamic event the PI controller leads to an oscillatory response, and even after 8 s, it is still unable to achieve zero steady state error. Conversely, the proposed IDA-PBC takes less than 300 ms to recover from the step change in the load and does it with a much smoother dynamics. It should be noticed that the closed-loop system with traditional PI controller will be unstable under bigger variations of power load, which shows the poor robustness performance against larger disturbances. However, this problem does not exist in the proposed method since it is based on larger signal analysis.
B. Switched simulation and experiments
The realization of the buck-boost converter feeding a CPL (physical system) and its associated control scheme (control system) is illustrated in the schematic of Fig. 6 . Dashed arrows are utilized to represent the flow of signals between the physical and control system. The emulation and control of the CLP is boxed using red dashed-dotted lines to highlight the fact that, while needed for the implementation, this part of system is not part of the proposed IDA-PBC. The CPL is emulated via a tightly voltage-controlled buck converter (also utilizing a Vishay Dale board) and a resistor bank that can be switched in stages [23] , [31] , [32] . It is also noted that within the control system an f appended to the subindex of a variable indicates that it has been filtered. This is done to convert switched signals into average ones. Furthermore, several blocks in the diagram point the equation number that is required to implement the corresponding action. A picture of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 7 . For the experimental setup, the controller proposed in (3) with k 1 = 0.01, the I&I estimator with γ = 20 and the PI regulator for the CPL are implemented in a Texas Instrument DSP. The optimized floating-point math function library for this DSP is used, which allows for considerably faster execution speeds when performing tasks such as calculating trigonometric functions. Given that the controller is designed for the average model of the converter, the DSP samples the measured states at 10 kHz and then applies a low pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 1 kHz before they are fed to the controllers. For plotting purposes, signals from the experiment are acquired with an oscilloscope at a frequency of 50 kHz.
Given that the simulation uses a variable-step solver, the simulation results are resampled to 50 kHz. Both experimental and simulation waveforms are passed through a low pass filter with f c = 1 kHz before being plotted next to each other. The output current i o is also measured and filtered, and then used to calculate the power shown in the results as P = x 2 i o .
1)
Step changes in P : The ability of the controller to regulate the output voltage while the load changes is tested experimentally. The results of these experiments are compared against results of switched simulations. The switches and passive elements in the simulation are realized using components from the Simscape/SimPowerSystems library. For both simulations and experiments, the switching frequency is chosen at 75 kHz.
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, two cases which represent different scenarios of interest in practical applications are presented. The first experiment validates the proposed control when the converter is operating in boost mode. The input voltage E and desired output voltage x 2⋆ are set to 15 V, 25 V, respectively, while the load power P is changed from 20 W to 30 W. It can be seen in Fig. 8 that the output voltage and the inductor current settle to their stationary values with a good transient performance.
One additional experiment is carried out to examine the output voltage regulation when operating in buck mode. The input voltage E and desired output voltage x 2⋆ are set to 15 V and 12 V, respectively. The load power is initially set to P = 6 W and is increased to 12 W. The resulting output voltage and inductor current are shown in Fig. 9 .
Although the output voltage contains steady state errors caused by parasitic elements not considered in the ideal model for both operating modes, the proposed controller successfully regulates the voltage at the desired value, regardless of the changes in P .
2) Line and load regulation: The experimental ability of the proposed IDA-PBC to control the voltage under standard line/load regulation tests is presented herein. For line regulation, x 2⋆ = 15 V and P = 10 W, while E is being changed from 6 to 28 V in steps of 1 V. It is noted that for this experiment the converter operating mode transitions from boost (E < x 2⋆ ) to buck (E > x 2⋆ ), and therefore the regulation plot is a composite of both operating modes. Fig.  10 illustrates the results.
For load regulation, the input voltage is set to E = 15 V and x 2⋆ = 12 V (buck mode), while the load was changed from 5 W to 27.5 W in steps of 2.5 W. For boost mode, the input voltage is set to E = 15 V and x 2⋆ = 25 V. The same values for P were used as those in the buck mode experiment. Results are summarized in Fig. 11 .
It is readily observed from Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 that, despite small steady sate errors caused by the parasitic elements not considered in the mathematical model, the controller successfully regulates the output voltage in a hardware environment, and under relatively large variations in the input voltage and the output power. This indicates that the sophisticated IDA-PBC controller proposed herein will be suitable to be implemented in actual industrial applications.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has proposed a novel approach based on PBC to regulate the output voltage of DC-DC buck-boost converters feeding an unknown CPL. The control scheme assumes first that the CPL's power is known, and synthesizes an IDA-PBC that stabilizes the output voltage. Subsequently, an on-line I&I estimator with global convergence has been presented to render the overall scheme adaptive, preserving asymptotic stability. The theoretical claims have been thoroughly validated via computer simulations and experimental prototyping, demonstrating the practical viability of the approach. It will be shown that the control (3) can be derived using the IDA-PBC method of [26] with the selection
that, for x ∈ R 2 >0 , satisfies the condition
The system (1) can be rewritten in the forṁ
is the system input matrix, and
is the vector field. Noting that the left annihilator of g(x) is g ⊥ (x) := [Lx 1 C(x 2 + E)], the PDE takes the form of (14) , which is equivalent to
The solution of (15) is easily obtained using a symbolic language, e.g., Maple or Mathematica, and is of the form of (16), where Φ(·) is an arbitrary function. Selecting this free function as
with k 1 and k 2 arbitrary constants, yields (4).
To complete the design it only remains to prove the existence of k 1 and k 2 . Towards this end, the gradient is first computed as (17) Evaluating it at the equilibrium and selecting k 2 as given in (7) yields
Invoking x 1⋆ = P 
where the elements are given as in (20)-(22). Replacing k 2 in (19) and evaluating it at the equilibrium point x = x ⋆ , it follows
where the elements are given as in (24)- (26) .
Some lengthy, but straightforward, calculations prove that ∇ (27) and k ′′ 1 is defined as in (28) . Finally, in order to ensure det ∇ 2 H x = x⋆ > 0, k 1 should be chosen such that k 1 > max{k ′ 1 , k ′′ 1 }. This ensures ∇ 2 H|x = x⋆ > 0, which ends the proof that x ⋆ is an asymptotically stable equilibrium of the closed-loop.
The proof of the existence of an estimate of the domain of attraction follows immediately noting that it has been shown above that the function H d (x) has a positive definite Hessian evaluated at x ⋆ , therefore it is convex. Consequently, for sufficiently small c, the sublevel set Ω x defined in (5) is bounded and strictly contained in R .
